The world’s first intelligent mannequin

Headworks presents a new experience in visual display and communication. An ultra realistic talking 3D holographic head combines with a life-size mannequin.
Exhibitions

Headworks has the power to attract and retain your customers with personal messaging.
Attractions

Headworks brings history to life unlike anything else with ultra realistic 3D talking characters.
Headworks mannequins can talk to your customers. Bringing new levels of interaction and engagement.
**Product Proximity**

The Headworks mannequin can respond as a customer presents a product, giving compelling information and driving conversions.

- RFID Sensor
- Barcode Scanner
- Image Recognition

**Customer Proximity**

The Headworks mannequin can greet a person as they approach, recognise VIPs and identify demographic information.

- PIR Movement Sensor
- Facial recognition

**IN PARTNERSHIP WITH AAMSCO**
Speech Recognition

The Headworks mannequin can emulate popular virtual assistants such as Siri to answer questions matched from a pre-recorded list.

Smartphones

Through the use of beacons, Smartphone users can interact with the Headworks mannequin using a mobile app.

Natural Language Processing

Bluetooth Beacon

Multilingual
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